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Turning Point Analytics utilizes a time-tested, real-world strategy that optimizes the client’s entry and exit points and adds 

alpha.   TPA defines each stock as Trend or Range to identify actionable inflection points. 

 

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine, but in the long run, it is a weighing machine.”  - Benjamin Graham 

WORLD SNAPSHOT – COMMENTS & CHARTS      Monday, May 02, 2022 

 
General comments first and macro tables at the bottom.  Links for Explanations of Technical terms at the bottom of the report. 

 

WHAT FOLLOWS THE WORST 4 MONTH PERFORMANCE IN THE PAST 50 YEARS? 

 

The S&P500 fell 13.31% in the first 4 months of 2022. That is the largest drop for the first 4 months of a 

year in the past 50 years. The table below shows 8 years in which the S&P500 fell 5% or more January 1 

to April 30. The table also shows the performance that followed these years of bad early month 

performance. The diagnosis is not great for the market following this early poor performance: 

• The average 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12-month performance for all years following the first 4 months is 

0.70%, 1.27%, 1.98%, 1.99%, and 9.47%, respectively. 

• The average 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12-month performance following the first 4 months for negative 

years is worse: 0.79%, 0.08%, 0.47%, -1.18%, and 6.88%, respectively. Each period’s 

performance is worse when the first 4-month performance is less than 0%. 

• When the first 4 months have declined 5% or more, the average 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12-month 

performance is even worse (except for the 1-month bounce back): 1.24%, -0.82%, -2.68%,  

-11.89%, and -1.94%, respectively. 

 

(The table at the bottom of this report details the performance for all years from 1973 to 2022.) 

 

So, is it time to throw in the towel and step to the sidelines? Maybe, but on closer examination maybe 

not. TPA is not an economist, but the table at the bottom of the report shows brief reasons for the worst  

first 4-month performance. 2001 and 2002 were declines based on the aftermath of the bursting TECH 

bubble. The drop in 2008 was due to the Financial recession caused by the housing bubble brought on 

by mortgage back excesses and weak lending standards. TPA would argue that neither of these 

conditions exists today.  

 

The conditions in 1974, 1977, and 1990 may be closer parallels today as they concerned inflation and oil 

shocks and subsequent FED actions. TPA would argue that the ultimate question is whether the current 

situation is really the result of general economic conditions or the exogenous events of Russia/Ukraine 

and Covid. Is inflation the result of an overheated economy out of control or shortages and logistical 

issues caused by the lingering problems of Covid and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine? It is a worthwhile 
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question to ask since the performance after the first shocks of Covid was better than the overall average 

for all 50 years: 1-month 4.53%, 2-month 6.45%, 3-month 12.32%, 6-month 12.28%, and 12-month 

43.56%. 

 

One thing to think about when you are ruminating over these results. In a very unscientific TPA survey of 

22 traders and managers, when asked the question, “What would the market do if the Russia-Ukraine 

war ended tomorrow?”, 100% of the answers indicated the market would rocket higher. How would you 

answer that question? 

 

 
 

ANALYSIS OF S&P500 PERFORMANCE FOLLOWING THE FIRST 4 MONTHS (1973-2022)
PERCENT CHANGE

Dates PX_LAST FIRST 4 MONTHS 1 MO 2 MO 3 MO 6 MO 12 MO

All Years Average 3.82% 0.70% 1.27% 1.98% 1.99% 9.47%

High -9.85% -8.20% -13.14% -15.35% -30.08% -37.01%

Low 27.33% 9.20% 10.46% 19.09% 19.93% 43.56%

When 1st 4 months Average -4.66% 0.79% 0.08% 0.47% -1.18% 6.88%

are negative High -13.31% -5.94% -8.09% -15.35% -30.08% -37.01%

Low -0.41% 9.20% 8.23% 14.47% 19.93% 43.56%

When 1st 4 months Average 9.19% 0.64% 1.99% 2.88% 3.89% 11.02%

are posiitve High 1.03% -8.20% -13.14% -7.17% -12.68% -9.37%

Low 27.33% 5.86% 10.46% 19.09% 14.59% 38.74%

When 1st 4 months Average -7.82% 1.24% -0.82% -2.68% -11.89% -1.94%

are -5% or worse High -13.31% -3.36% -8.09% -15.35% -30.08% -37.01%

Low -5.36% 9.20% 8.23% 12.32% 12.28% 43.56%
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PERCENT CHANGE

Dates PX_LAST FIRST 4 MONTHS 1 MO 2 MO 3 MO 6 MO 12 MO

4/29/2022 4131.93 -13.31% --- --- --- --- --- Russia/Ukraine & FED

4/30/2020 2912.43 -9.85% 4.53% 6.45% 12.32% 12.28% 43.56% Covid

4/29/1977 98.44 -8.39% -2.36% 2.07% 0.42% -6.20% -1.64% Inflation

4/30/1974 90.31 -7.42% -3.36% -4.77% -12.18% -18.17% -3.33% Inflation

4/30/1990 330.80 -6.40% 9.20% 8.23% 7.66% -8.10% 13.47% Oil price shock & recession

4/30/2002 1076.92 -6.20% -0.91% -8.09% -15.35% -17.75% -14.86% Tech bubble & aftermath

4/30/2008 1385.59 -5.64% 1.07% -7.62% -8.53% -30.08% -37.01% Housing Bubble

4/30/2001 1249.46 -5.36% 0.51% -2.00% -3.06% -15.18% -13.81% Tech bubble & aftermath

4/30/1982 116.44 -4.99% -3.92% -5.87% -8.03% 14.83% 41.21%

4/29/2005 1156.85 -4.54% 3.00% 2.98% 6.68% 4.34% 13.29%

4/30/2009 872.81 -3.37% 5.31% 5.33% 13.14% 18.72% 35.96%

4/29/1994 450.91 -3.33% 1.24% -1.47% 1.63% 4.75% 14.15%

4/30/1984 160.05 -2.96% -5.94% -4.29% -5.87% 3.77% 12.36%

4/30/1981 132.81 -2.17% -0.17% -1.20% -1.42% -8.22% -12.33%

4/30/1980 106.29 -1.53% 4.66% 7.48% 14.47% 19.93% 24.95%

4/28/2000 1452.43 -1.14% -2.19% 0.15% -1.49% -1.59% -13.97%

4/30/2018 2648.05 -0.96% 2.16% 2.66% 6.35% 2.41% 11.25%

4/30/1992 414.95 -0.51% 0.10% -1.64% 2.23% 0.90% 6.08%

4/30/2004 1107.31 -0.41% 1.21% 3.03% -0.50% 2.07% 4.47%

4/30/1993 440.19 1.03% 2.27% 2.35% 1.80% 6.28% 2.44%

4/29/2016 2065.30 1.05% 1.53% 1.62% 5.24% 2.95% 15.44%

4/30/2015 2085.51 1.29% 1.05% -1.07% 0.88% -0.29% -0.97%

4/28/1978 96.83 1.82% 0.48% -1.34% 3.98% -3.80% 5.09%

4/30/2014 1883.95 1.93% 2.10% 4.05% 2.48% 7.12% 10.70%

4/30/2003 916.92 4.22% 5.09% 6.28% 8.00% 14.59% 20.76%

4/30/2007 1482.37 4.52% 3.25% 1.42% -1.83% 4.52% -6.53%

4/28/2006 1310.61 4.99% -3.09% -3.08% -2.59% 5.14% 13.11%

4/29/1988 261.33 5.77% 0.32% 4.66% 4.09% 6.75% 18.49%

4/30/1979 101.76 5.88% -2.63% 1.13% 2.01% 0.06% 4.45%

4/30/1996 654.17 6.21% 2.29% 2.52% -2.17% 7.81% 22.50%

4/30/2010 1186.69 6.42% -8.20% -13.14% -7.17% -0.29% 14.91%

4/28/2017 2384.20 6.49% 1.16% 1.64% 3.61% 8.01% 11.07%

4/30/1985 179.83 7.53% 5.41% 6.68% 6.17% 5.56% 30.97%

4/30/1997 801.34 8.18% 5.86% 10.46% 19.09% 14.14% 38.74%

4/29/2011 1363.61 8.43% -1.35% -3.15% -5.23% -8.09% 2.52%

4/30/1999 1335.18 8.62% -2.50% 2.81% -0.48% 2.08% 8.78%

4/30/2012 1397.91 11.16% -6.27% -2.56% -1.33% 1.02% 14.28%

4/30/2021 4181.17 11.32% 0.55% 2.78% 5.12% 10.15% -1.18%

4/30/1986 235.52 11.47% 5.02% 6.50% 0.25% 3.59% 22.44%

4/28/1989 309.64 11.49% 3.51% 2.69% 11.77% 9.92% 6.83%

4/30/2013 1597.57 12.02% 2.08% 0.55% 5.52% 9.95% 17.93%

4/28/1995 514.71 12.07% 3.63% 5.84% 9.20% 12.98% 27.09%

4/30/1976 101.64 12.70% -1.44% 2.60% 1.77% 1.24% -3.15%

4/30/1991 375.35 13.67% 3.86% -1.12% 3.32% 4.56% 10.55%

4/30/1998 1111.75 14.56% -1.88% 1.99% 0.80% -1.18% 20.10%

4/29/1983 164.42 16.91% -1.23% 2.24% -1.13% -0.53% -2.66%

4/30/2019 2945.83 17.51% -6.58% -0.14% 1.17% 3.11% -1.13%

4/30/1987 288.36 19.07% 0.60% 5.42% 10.51% -12.68% -9.37%

4/30/1975 87.30 27.33% 4.41% 9.04% 1.66% 1.99% 16.43%
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CLICK ON LINKS BELOW FOR TECHNICAL INDICATOR EXPLANATIONS: 

 

ASCENDING - DESCENDING TRIANGLE 

BASING-TOPPING-CONSOLIDATION 

BREAKOUT (Breakdown) 

CHANNEL & RANGE 

DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT INDEX (DMI) 

DOUBLE BOTTOM or DOUBLE TOP 

MACD-MOVING AVERAGE CONVERGENCE-DIVERGENCE 

MOVING AVERAGES 

RELATIVE STRENGTH & PEER STOCK PERFORMANCE 

REPEATING PATTERNS 

RSI-RELATIVE_STRENGTH 

SUPPORT, RESISTANCE, BREAKOUT, BREAKDOWN 

TREND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALWAYS REMEMBER: No strategy exists in a vacuum – always evaluate the relevant sector & market. 
Over 80% of portfolio performance is determined by sector and market forces (Ibbotson & Kaplan study – January/Febuary2000) 

 

 

Turning Point Analytics Disclaimer 

Turning Point Analytics (TPA) is only one of many tools that an investor should use to make a final 

investment decision.  TPA is an overlay on top of a client’s good fundamental or macro analysis.  TPA 

does not create or provide fundamental analysis. The information in this communication may include 

technical analysis.  Technical analysis is a discipline that studies the past trading history of a security 

while trying to forecast future price action.  Technical analysis does not consider the underlying 

fundamentals of the security in question and it does not provide information reasonably sufficient 

upon which to base an investment decision.  Investors should not rely on technical analysis alone while 

making an investment decision.  Before making an investment decision, investors should consider 

reviewing all publicly available information regarding the security in question, including, but not 

limited to, the underlying fundamentals of the security and other information which is available in 

filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.  The information and analysis contained in 

reports provided by TPA are copyrighted and may not be duplicated or redistributed for any reason 

without the express written consent of TPA. The information in this communication is for institutional 

or sophisticated investors only.  By accepting this communication, the recipient agrees not to forward, 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_f18de46082314e0e9627eabea8457628.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_fd53e8d5e1da4226b02a05d6f608f7af.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_a322c293085c4b729de9bcc37429b7b2.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_5a74d4137b3d45dea18c33a7d631d8f2.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_a770c01c33574d46a95cd6be46f10723.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_d4b3a260322d4fa9af6899b663ea025e.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_67bbc64b4e5a4308a1e30a4a4dbefb78.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_9962277ade65403c983060b8ed3ed6d0.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_5ef1ec245a4e4f16bf8e93715ba88ab1.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_b3e5c9df530b47c8a264cbff4006b851.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_ec5528be278f48d5941c099986d49dc5.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_0c4bb98d26744610963797c1a6b2e09f.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/eb4ead_38e37d04385b4c54903317793012c645.pdf
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and/or copy the information to any other person, except as permitted, or required by law. TPA does 

not guarantee accuracy or completeness. TPA is a publisher of technical research and has no 

investment banking or advisory relationship with any company mentioned in any report.  Reports are 

neither a solicitation to buy nor an offer to sell securities. Past performance is in no way indicative of 

future results. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice.  TPA will provide, upon 

request, the details of any past recommendations. TPA’s analysis and recommendations should not be 

used as the sole reason to buy or sell any security. TPA may compensate brokers and intermediaries 

for sales and marketing services. You understand and acknowledge that there is a very high degree of 

risk involved in trading securities and/or currencies. The Company, the authors, the publisher, and all 

affiliates of Company assume no responsibility or liability for your trading and investment results.  It 

should not be assumed that the methods, techniques, or indicators presented will be profitable or that 

they will not result in losses. Statements, data, and analysis made by TPA or in its publications, are 

made as of the date stated and are subject to change without notice. TPA and/or its officers and 

employees may, from time to time acquire, hold, or sell a position in the securities mentioned herein. 

Upon request, TPA will furnish specific information in this regard. TPA will not be held liable for losses 

caused by conditions and/or events that are beyond TPA’s control, including, but not limited to, war, 

strikes, natural disasters, new government restrictions, market fluctuations, and communications 

disruptions. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


